n the vehicle routing problem (VRP) the objective is to construct a minimum cost set of routes serving all customers where the demand of each customer is less than or equal to the vehicle capacity and where each customer is visited once. In the split delivery vehicle routing problem (SDVRP) the restriction that each customer is visited once is removed. We show that the cost savings that can be realized by allowing split deliveries is at most 50%. We also study the variant of the VRP in which the demand of a customer may be larger than the vehicle capacity, but where each customer has to be visited a minimum number of times. We show that the cost savings that can be realized by allowing more than the minimum number of required visits is again at most 50%. Furthermore, we analyze the performance of simple heuristics that handle customers with demands larger than the vehicle capacity by employing full load out-and-back trips to these customers until the demands become less than or equal to the vehicle capacity. Finally, we investigate situations in which demands are discrete and vehicle capacities are small.
Introduction
In the vehicle routing problem (VRP), we are given a single depot and a set I of geographically dispersed customers. Each customer i ∈ I has a given demand d i . A set M of homogeneous vehicles with capacity Q is available at the depot to serve the customers. The travel cost between any two locations i and j is given by c ij , where we assume throughout that these travel costs satisfy the triangle inequality. The objective is to construct a minimum cost set of routes serving all customers. In the vehicle routing problem two additional assumptions are typically made (either explicitly or implicitly): the demand of each customer is less than or equal to the vehicle capacity, i.e., d i ≤ Q for all i ∈ I, and each customer is visited at most once, i.e., a minimum number of times.
In the split delivery vehicle routing problem (SDVRP), the restriction that each customer is visited once is removed. The SDVRP has been introduced by Trudeau (1989, 1990 ) who derived structural properties of optimal SDVRP solutions and empirically showed that allowing split deliveries can lead to substantial cost savings. Dror and Trudeau only considered the case in which the demands are less than or equal to the capacity of the vehicles. They motivated their research efforts with the simple example shown in Figure 1 , where Q = 5. The example demonstrates that removing the restriction of a single visit to each customer can result in significant cost savings. To be more precise, the example shows that when goes to 0, the minimum cost set of routes visiting each customer exactly once is almost 1.5 times more expensive than the minimum cost set of routes obtained when the demand of each customer can be split over different routes and each customer may be visited more than once. Dror and Trudeau did not address the question of whether there exist examples where the difference is even larger.
In this paper, we show that such examples do exist. In fact, if z VRP denotes the value of an optimal solution to the VRP and z SDVRP denotes the value of an optimal solution to the SDVRP, we show that z VRP /z SDVRP ≤ 2 and that this bound is tight, i.e., there exists an example in which the optimal VRP solution has a value that is twice as large as the value of the optimal SDVRP solution.
Furthermore, we study variants of the VRP in which the demand at a customer may be larger than Figure 1 Dror and Trudeau Example the vehicle capacity. Of course, when the demand of a customer is larger than the vehicle capacity, it has to be split and the customer has to be visited more than once. However, it is easy to compute the minimum number of visits required, namely t i = d i /Q , and we may impose the restriction that each customer is visited exactly t i times. We call this variant of the VRP the extended VRP and denote it by VRP + , and we denote the variant of the problem where this restriction is not imposed by SDVRP + . We show that z VRP + /z SDVRP + ≤ 2 and that this bound is tight. We also analyze the performance of the obvious heuristic for solving VRP + : make full truckload deliveries using out-and-back tours to customers with demand larger than the vehicle capacity until their remaining demand is less than or equal to the vehicle capacity. Then solve a VRP to find a minimum cost set of routes serving the remaining demands at all customers. Let the value of this heuristic solution be denoted by z H VRP + . We show that z H VRP + / z VRP + ≤ 2 and that this bound is tight. To complete our investigation, we also analyze the performance of the extension of this heuristic to SDVRP + : make full truckload deliveries using outand-back tours to customers with demands larger than the vehicle capacity until their remaining demand is less than or equal to the vehicle capacity. Then solve an SDVRP to find a minimum cost set of routes serving the remaining demands at all customers. Let and that these bounds are tight. Other aspects of split delivery vehicle routing problems have been studied as well. Dror, Laporte, and Trudeau (1994) study an integer programming formulation of the problem and derive sets of valid inequalities. Real-life applications of the problem are studied in Mullaseril, Dror, and Leung (1997) and in Sierksma and Tijssen (1998) . Frizzell and Giffin (1995) consider a special case on a graph with grid network distances and time windows. They present a mathematical formulation and a heuristic algorithm. In Belenguer, Martinez, and Mota (2000) a lower bound is proposed and empirically evaluated for the variant in which the demand is discrete and the quantities delivered have to be discrete as well. Archetti, Mansini, and Speranza (2005) also study the variant with discrete customer demand and discrete delivery quantities, but where demand may exceed the vehicle capacity. They show that the problem is polynomially solvable when Q = 2 (and the costs satisfy the triangle inequality) and NP-hard when Q ≥ 3.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we discuss important properties of optimal SDVRP solutions. In §3, we present a set of performance bounds and instances that demonstrate that these bounds are tight. Finally, in §4, we investigate situations in which demands are discrete and vehicle capacities are small.
Properties of Optimal Solutions
As mentioned in the introduction, Dror and Trudeau (1990) have derived some useful structural properties of optimal solutions to SDVRP. Definition 1. Given k customers i 1 i 2 i k and k routes. Route 1 visits customers i 1 and i 2 , route 2 visits customers i 2 and i 3 route k − 1 visits customers i k−1 and i k , and route k visits customers i k and i 1 . The subset of customers
Property 1 (Dror and Trudeau 1990) . If the cost matrix satisfies the triangle inequality, then there exists an optimal solution to the SDVRP where there is no k-split cycle ( for any k).
Corollary 1 (Dror and Trudeau 1990) . If the cost matrix satisfies the triangle inequality, then there exists an optimal solution to the SDVRP where no two routes have more than one customer with a split delivery in common.
We derive another structural property of optimal solutions to SDVRP in which we relate the number of splits to the number of routes. Let n i be the number of deliveries received by customer i, i.e., the number of routes that visit customer i. We say that customer i Transportation Science 40(2), pp. 226-234, © 2006 INFORMS is a customer with a split delivery if n i > 1 and that the number of splits at customer i is n i − 1. Therefore, the total number of splits is equal to i∈I n i − 1 . Proof. By contradiction. Consider a counterexample to the property with no k-split cycles (such a solution always exists because of Property 1) and the smallest number of routes. First, we observe that there have to be at least two splits per route. Suppose there is a route with a single split. Then we can reduce the demand of the customer with the split delivery by the amount it received on the route and delete all other customers served on the route. We have reduced the number of splits by one and we have reduced the number of routes by one. Therefore, we have constructed a counterexample with one less route, which contradicts the minimality of the original counterexample. Because each tour has at least two splits and because of Corollary 1, each tour is "connected" through its customers with split deliveries to at least two other routes. However that means there exists at least one k-split cycle, which is a contradiction. Thus, there always exists an optimal SDVRP solution in which the number of splits is less than the number of routes.
Note that Properties 1 and 2, and Corollary 1 remain valid in the case of SDVRP + also. The insight provided by Property 2 forms the basis for the proof of the main theorem of this paper.
In addition to these structural properties, we present some useful relationships between the values of the optimal solutions to VRP, SDVRP, VRP + , and SDVRP + and the values produced by the heuristics H
Observation 3 derives from the fact that when the demand of each customer is not greater than the capacity, as in problems SDVRP and VRP, then no preliminary out-and-back tours are made by H SDVRP + and H VRP + that both solve the problem optimally.
Worst-Case Analysis
The main result of the paper is the following.
and this bound is tight.
Proof. We consider an optimal solution to the SDVRP + with no k-split cycles. We will convert this solution into a solution in which each customer is visited a minimum number of times and in case the demand of a customer is larger than the vehicle capacity, and thus the customer requires more than one visit, all but one of its visits is by out-and-back tours. We will show that the value of the constructed solution is less than or equal to 2z SDVRP + . Because the value of the constructed solution is greater than or equal to z H VRP + , the performance bound follows. We convert the solution to the SDVRP + working on the customers with split deliveries one at a time. When considering a customer with a split delivery, we perform one of two operations on all but possibly one of the routes visiting the customer:
• Operation 1. Delete the customer from the route by connecting its predecessor with its successor on the route.
• Operation 2. Delete the customer from the route by connecting its predecessor with its successor on the route, mark the route, and create an out-and-back tour to the customer.
It is key that we will never mark a route more than once during the construction. The fact that we can do so is a result of Properties 1 and 2. Now, because • the deletion of a customer can only reduce the length of a route (because of the triangle inequality),
• the constructed out-and-back tours will never be longer than the (marked) route that prompted their creation (because of the triangle inequality), and
• a route in the original optimal SDVRP + solution results in at most one out-and-back tour being created (because routes are never marked more than once), the length of the constructed solution does not increase by more than the length of the original SDVRP + solution, and thus the value of the constructed solution is lower than or equal to 2z SDVRP + . Let n i be the number of visits to customer i in the solution to the SDVRP, and let t i = d i /Q denote the minimum number of visits required by customer i. Consider a customer i with demand greater than Q, arbitrarily chosen. As mentioned above, we modify all but possibly one of the routes visiting i. Let r denote the route that may or may not be modified. Choose route r arbitrarily. Let d r i denote the quantity delivered to i on route r. We distinguish the case in which
In the former case, we apply Operation 2 to t i − 1 routes and apply Operation 1 to the remaining routes with the exception of r. Note that after these operations, i is visited exactly t i times. We reduce the quantity delivered to i on route r to d i − t i − 1 Q and set the quantity delivered to i in all created out-andback tours to Q. In the latter case, d r i < d i − t i − 1 Q implies n i > t i . We apply Operation 2 to t i arbitrarily chosen routes from among the n i routes different from r and Operation 1 to the remaining routes including r. Note again that after these operations, i is visited exactly t i times. We deliver a quantity Q to customer i on t i − 1 of the created out-and-back tours and a quantity d i − t i − 1 Q on the one remaining outand-back tour. Note that in neither case do we create an out-and-back tour for route r.
If there exists a marked route r that contains a customer with a split delivery that has not yet been considered, we next process that particular customer. If this customer i has d i > Q, then we repeat the steps described above, taking as route r the route r. To ensure that a route is marked at most once, we have to apply Operation 2 to + solution does not contain a k-split cycle. To see this, suppose that there are not enough unmarked routes, which implies customer i must be visited by some already marked route other than r. Consider the sequence of customers that we have processed up to now, say v 1 v 2 v l , where v l is the customer currently under consideration. Observe that v j and v j+1 are on the same route for j = 1 l − 1. The fact that customer v l is on a marked route other than r implies it is on the same route as one of v 1 v 2 v l−1 . However, then there is a k-split cycle, which is a contradiction. If customer i has d i ≤ Q, then we delete the customer from all the routes that visit it and we create a single out-and-back tour to i (delivering d i ). We arbitrarily mark one of the unmarked routes. Again, such an unmarked route always exists because the original optimal SDVRP + solution does not contain any k-split cycle.
In this way, we process, one by one, all the customers with split deliveries on marked routes. If there remain customers with split deliveries that have not been considered, we repeat starting from an arbitrarily chosen customer. Note that this customer will be on unmarked routes.
To show that this bound is tight, consider an instance with 2k + 1 customers and Q ≥ 2k. One customer, say customer i, has a demand d i = k − 1 Q while all other customers have demand equal to 1. Travel costs c ij for j = 0 and c 0j for j = i are equal to 1.
All other travel costs, including c 0i , are equal to 2. The optimal SDVRP + solution has k routes each visiting three customers where the second customer visited is customer i. All but one route delivers Q − 2 to i. The remaining route delivers 2k − 2 to i. Note that the route delivering 2k − 2 to i and 1 unit to two other customers has sufficient capacity because Q ≥ 2k. The cost of this solution is 4k. The solution to H VRP + makes k − 1 truckload out-and-back tours to i and then a single tour to serve the remaining customers. The cost of this solution is 4 k − 1 + 2 + 2 2k − 1 . Therefore, the ratio z H VRP + /z SDVRP + is equal to 4 k − 1 + 2 + 2 2k − 1 / 4k = 8k − 4 / 4k , which tends to 2 when k goes to infinity. The instance obtained for k = 3 is presented in Figure 2 .
From the above result others follow.
Proof. The bound follows from Theorem 1 and Observation 3. To show that the bound is tight, consider an instance where the depot is located in the center of a circle of radius 1. There are k customers spread out along the circle at a distance apart. Furthermore, let there be k additional customers on a circle of radius 1 + , perfectly aligned (along the radius) with the other k customers. Each customer has demand Q/2 + 1, where we assume Q ≥ 2k. An optimal solution to the VRP will have to visit all customers with out-and-back tours, which results in a cost of 4k + 2k . On the other hand, a feasible solution to the SDVRP visits two customers along the radius together, delivering Q/2 + 1 to the farthest customer and Q/2 − 1 to the nearest customer, and satisfies the remaining demand, i.e., 2 for all customers on the circle at distance 1, with one additional route, which results in a cost of 2k + 2k + 2 + k − 1 . Therefore, the ratio z VRP /z SDVRP is greater than or equal to 4k + 2k / 2k + 2k + 2 + k − 1 . For k going to infinity (and going to 0) this ratio tends to 2. The instance obtained for k = 3 is presented in Figure 3 . Another example where the ratio between z VRP and z SDVRP tends to 2 was independently found by Gendreau et al. (2005) .
Proof. The bound follows from Theorem 1 and Observation 1. The instances discussed in Theorems 1 and 2 show the bound is tight.
Theorem 4.
z H
Proof. The bound follows from Theorem 1 and Observation 1. To show that the bound is tight, consider an instance with 2k + 1 customers and Q > 2k. One customer, say customer i, has a demand d i = k Q −2 while all other customers have demand equal to 1. Travel costs c ij for j = 0 and c 0j for j = i are equal to 1. All other travel costs, including c 0i , are equal to 2. The optimal solution to VRP + consists of k routes visiting three customers where the second customer visited is customer i. Each route delivers Q − 2 to i. Note that k corresponds to the minimum possible number of visits to i because Q > 2k. The cost of this solution is 4k. The solution to H VRP + consists of k − 1 full truckload out-and-back tours to i and then a single route that delivers the remaining Q − 2k units to i and serves the other 2k customers. The cost Proof. The bound follows from Theorem 1 and Observation 2. The instance discussed in Theorem 4 shows the bound is tight.
Note that the instance used to demonstrate tightness in Theorems 2 and 3 is Euclidean, whereas the instance used to demonstrate tightness in Theorems 4 and 5 is not. We have been unable to find a tight Euclidean instance for Theorems 4 and 5. However, we have been able to construct a Euclidean instance that leads to a ratio of Q + 1 customers, where Q mod 4 = 3. There are two special customers i and j. Customer i has demand Q + 1 and therefore needs to be split. Customer j has demand Q + 1 /4. All other vertices have a demand of 1. All relevant distances are equal to 1, except for c 0i , which is equal to Q + 1 /4, and c 0j and c ij , which are equal to Q + 1 /8. In the optimal VRP + solution the demand at customer i is split as Q + 1 /2 Q + 1 /2 and there are two routes with the following lengths: Q + 1 /2 + 1 and Q + 1 /2, for a total of Q + 2. The solution produced by H VRP + splits the demand at customer i as Q 1 and has two routes with the following lengths: 3 Q + 1 /4 and Q + 1 /2 for a total of when Q goes to infinity. The instance obtained for Q = 15 is presented in Figure 5 .
The construction used in the proof of Theorem 1 relies on the fact that we can create new routes as needed. This is acceptable, because we have not assumed any restrictions on the fleet size. Gueguen (1999) has shown that no finite bound exists for the ratio z VRP /z SDVRP when the fleet size is fixed.
Consider an instance where the depot is located in the center of a circle of radius . There are Q customers, each with a demand of Q − 1, spread out along the circle at a distance apart. Furthermore, let there be Q additional customers, each with demand 1, on a circle of radius 1, perfectly aligned (along the radius) with the other Q customers ( / apart). Let there be a fleet of Q vehicles. The optimal (and only) solution to the VRP is the one in which each of the Q vehicles serves a customer with a demand of Q − 1 and a customer with a demand of 1. The cost of this solution is 2Q. The optimal solution to the SDVRP is one in which one vehicle serves the Q customers with a demand of 1 and Q −1 vehicles serve the Q customers with a demand of Q − 1. The cost of this solution is 2 + Q − 1 / + Q − 1 2 + . Therefore, the ratio z VRP /z SDVRP is 2Q/ 2 + Q − 1 / + Q − 1 · 2 + . When Q goes to infinity (and , and / go to 0), this ratio tends to infinity. The instance obtained for Q = 3 is presented in Figure 6 .
Discrete Demands and Small Capacity Vehicles
In the previous section, we have implicitly assumed that demand can be infinitely small. Reexamining the instances constructed to demonstrate tightness of bounds, we see that in all these instances the bound is reached when the demands are discrete and the vehicle capacity Q goes to infinity. This is equivalent to keeping the vehicle capacity unchanged and letting demand become infinitely small. In this section, we present results for the case of discrete demands, i.e., where demands are integer valued, and the vehicle capacity is small, i.e., Q = 2 and Q = 3. When the vehicle capacity is equal to 2 and there are discrete demands, the SDVRP + and some variants are solvable in polynomial time as shown in Archetti, Mansini, and Speranza (2005) . The SDVRP + is solved simply making full truckload out-and-back tours until the demand of each customer is strictly less than 2 and then solving the resulting VRP using a matching algorithm.
When the vehicle capacity is equal to 3 and there are discrete demands, the problem is NP-hard (Archetti, Mansini, and Speranza 2005) . We have the following two theorems.
Proof. First, we describe a procedure for converting an optimal SDVRP into a feasible VRP solution. We then argue that the value of the constructed VRP solution is less than or equal to 3 2 z SDVRP . Because the value of the constructed VRP solution is greater than or equal to z VRP , the performance bound follows.
We may assume that all routes in an optimal SDVRP solution completely utilize the vehicle capacity. If not, then there exists at least one route r in which the quantity q r delivered on the route is strictly less than the vehicle capacity Q. When we change the instance by adding a customer with demand Q − q r at the exact location of one of the customers visited on route r, then the value of the optimal SDVRP solution will not change, as the new customer can be added to route r without increasing the cost. The value of an optimal VRP solution may change, and if it does it will increase. Therefore, the ratio z VRP /z SDVRP may only increase.
We now describe how to convert an optimal SDVRP solution with no k-split cycles into a feasible VRP solution in such a way that the total length increases by at most 1 2 z SDVRP . We convert the solution working on the customers with split deliveries one at a time.
When considering a customer with a split delivery, we either eliminate the split delivery by creating an out-and-back tour to that customer, or by showing that one of the routes visiting that customer has enough remaining capacity to handle the complete demand. The construction will be such that whenever we create an out-and-back tour, we can identify and mark, for any new edge, a route with the property that the length of the new edge is less than or equal to 1 2 the length of the route. It is key that we will never mark a route more than once during the construction.
Consider a customer i with d i = 3 whose delivery is split in an optimal SDVRP solution. Customer i can be visited by two or three routes. First, consider the case where customer i is visited by two routes and thus receives two units of product on one route and one unit of product on the other route. That situation is shown in Figure 7a . Due to the optimality of the SDVRP solution and the triangle inequality, the situation shown, in which customer i is the second customer visited on a three-customer route delivering one unit of product at i, is the only possible configuration of two routes visiting i. The split delivery at customer i is eliminated by deleting i from each of the two routes visiting it and serving i using an outand-back tour; see Figure 7b . Each of the two edges of the new out-and-back tour to i has length less than or equal to 1 2 the length of each of the two original routes visiting i. Therefore, we mark both original routes.
Next, consider the case where customer i is visited by three routes. One such situation is shown in Figure 8a . Again, the split delivery at customer i is eliminated by deleting i from each of the three routes visiting it and serving i using an out-and-back tour; see Figure 8b . Each of the two edges of the new outand-back tour to i has length less than or equal to 1 2 the length of each of the three original routes visiting i. Therefore, we arbitrarily mark two of the three original routes. If a marked route visited exactly two customers in the optimal SDVRP solution, then the demand of the remaining customer can now be completely served by this route, and if the delivery at this customer was split, that split can be eliminated at no cost. If a marked route visited three customers in the optimal SDVRP solution, then one or both of the remaining customers may have a split delivery. Let the marked route be denoted by r and the two remaining customers by j and k. First, suppose one of the remaining customers, say j, has demand d j = 3. The other routes visiting j cannot be previously marked routes because this would imply the existence of a k-split cycle (see Property 1). The split delivery at customer j is eliminated as before (see Figure 9 for the case where j is visited by three routes). Note that route r now visits customer k only. Therefore route r can serve the complete demand at customer k and if the delivery at k was split, that split can be eliminated at no cost.
Next, suppose one of the remaining customers, say j, has demand d j = 2. If customer k does not have a split delivery (and thus d k = 1), then the split delivery at customer j can be eliminated simply by deleting it from the other route visiting customer j as the complete demand of j can be accommodated by route r Eliminating a Three Split in a Marked Route (see Figure 10 ). If customer k does have a split delivery (and thus d k = 2), then both split deliveries can be eliminated by deleting j and k from the other routes visiting them and serving j and k using out-and-back tours (which also implies the removal of the edge between j and k) (see Figure 11) . Each of the two new edges required to create the out-and-back tours to j and k has length less than or equal to half the length of the other routes that originally visited them. Both other routes are marked. The construction discussed above can be applied repeatedly on any marked route. Finally, consider a customer i with d i = 2 whose delivery is split in an optimal SDVRP solution. Customer i is visited by two routes. One such situation is shown in Figure 12a . The split delivery at customer i is eliminated by deleting i from each of the two routes and serving i using an out-and-back tour (see Figure 12b) . Each of the two edges of the new out-and-back tour to i is less than or equal to half the length of each of the two original routes visiting i. The two original routes are marked. Each of the two marked routes delivers two units of product and may have one or two customers with split deliveries. These cases have already been considered.
Because we never mark a route of the optimal SDVRP solution more than once, the increase in length cannot be more than 1 2 z SDVRP , and thus the ratio z VRP /z SDVRP cannot be more than To show that the bound is tight, consider the instance used in the proof of Theorem 2 with three customers on the inner cycle and three on the outer cycle. All customers have demand equal to 2. The optimal VRP solution makes out-and-back tours to all the customers resulting in a cost of 12 + 6 , while the SDVRP solution in which all customers on the inner circle have split deliveries results in a cost of 8 + 8 . The ratio tends to 3 2 when goes to 0. (An even simpler instance for which the ratio tends to 3 2 when goes to 0 is shown in Figure 13 .)
Proof. We will show that any instance of VRP + (SDVRP + ) can be transformed into a set of instances 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 Figure 13 Tight Example for Theorem 6
of VRP (SDVRP) in such a way that z VRP + is equal to the minimum value of z VRP over all instances created and that z SDVRP + is equal to z SDVRP for all instances created. Therefore, z VRP + / z SDVRP + is equal to z VRP /z SDVRP for the instance which achieves the minimum value of z VRP over all instances created. The result then follows from Theorem 6.
For all i ∈ I, we have that 3 k i − 1 < d i ≤ 3k i for some k i ≥ 1. This implies that in an optimal VRP + solution, customer i is visited exactly k i times. The basic idea is to construct a VRP instance in which customer i is replaced with k i copies at the same location. Observe that when d i = 3k i , an optimal VRP + solution will serve customer i with k i out-and-back tours. Now if we replace customer i with k i copies with demand d j i = 3 for j = 1 k i , then an optimal VRP solution will also serve customer i with k i out-and-back tours. When d i = 3k i − 1, an optimal VRP + solution will have k i − 1 out-and-back tours delivering 3 units to customer i plus one route delivering 2 units to customer i, either an out-and-back tour to customer i or a route visiting customer i and one other customer (where 1 unit will be delivered). Therefore, we replace customer i with k i copies with demand d n . The optimal VRP solution with the lowest cost over all instances created is also an optimal VRP + solution for the original instance. Clearly, because split deliveries are allowed, the cost of the optimal SDVRP solution is the same for all instances created, and this cost is also equal to the cost of an optimal SDVRP + solution for the original instance.
